Abstract. We study the infinitesimal generators of evolutions of linear mappings on the space of polynomials, which correspond to a special class of Markov processes with polynomial regressions. We relate the infinitesimal generator to the unique solution of a certain commutation equation, and we use the commutation equation to find explicit formula for the infinitesimal generators corresponding to the so called free quadratic harnesses.
Introduction
The term "polynomial process" as introduced by Cuchiero in [14] , see also [16] , denotes a time-homogeneous Markov process with infinite state space S ⊂ R d and polynomial conditional moments of the appropriate degree. For such processes, instead of the semigroup of linear operators on bounded continuous functions on S, one can consider the semigroup of linear transformations (P t ) t≥0 that map the linear space P = P(R d ) of all polynomials in variables x 1 , . . . , x d into itself. The crucial property is that transformations P t do not increase the degree of a polynomial. Let P = ∞ k=0 P ≤k , where P ≤k is the linear (finite dimensional) space of all polynomials of degree at most k. Then P t maps P ≤k into itself for all k. Assuming that P 0 is the identity and that the semigroup (P t ) t≥0 is pointwise continuous at t = 0, they show in [16] that (1.1)
where the infinitesimal generator
maps P ≤k to itself. Furthermore, P t = e tA is well defined also for t < 0, which implies that for x = (x 1 , . . . , x d ) ∈ R d polynomials q n1,...,n d (x; t) = P −t (x Special cases of Markov processes with polynomial martingales were studied by many authors [3, 4, 10, 12, 17, 18, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31, 32] .
We are interested in the study of univariate non-homogeneous Markov processes with polynomial conditional moments, so in our case d = 1. As in the homogeneous case, under mild conditions on the support such Markov process generates a unique family {P s,t : 0 ≤ s ≤ t} of degree-preserving linear mappings P → P. Some of our examples, in particular those studied in [13] , have the property that P s,t (f ) is a polynomial in both x and s for all f ∈ P. In such cases we can replace the univariate Markov process (X t ) t≥0 by the bivariate Markov process (t, X t ) t≥0 and apply the theory developed for the time-homogeneous processes on R 2 . For example, from [2, Corollary 22], we can read out that the infinitesimal generator of the so called q-Brownian process when considered as R 2 -valued homogeneous Markov process acts on a polynomial f (x 0 , x 1 ) as
where P s,t (x, dy) denotes the transition probability of the q-Brownian motion. However, in the main example of this paper the conditional moments are rational functions of s, so such a reduction to homogeneous case is not possible.
In this paper we adopt the point of view that the linear mappings P s,t of P can be analyzed "in abstract" without explicit reference to the underlying Markov process and the transition operators. Our main results are algebraic and do not rely on positivity of the mappings P s,t . Of course, a family {P s,t : 0 ≤ s < t} cannot correspond to a Markov process unless it maps positive polynomials to positive polynomials, and sufficient conditions for the existence of a unique Markov process might be difficult to describe in general. On the other hand, there might be some interest in a more algebraic approach where the family {P s,t : 0 ≤ s < t} of degree-preserving mappings of P might not correspond to any Markov process, see Concluding Remark 5.1.
With the above in mind, we introduce the following definition. (We would like to emphasize that throughout the paper we assume that the linear mappings preserve the degree of a polynomial.) Definition 1.1. Suppose P is the linear space of polynomials in one variable x. A polynomial process on R is a family of linear maps P s,t : P → P with the following properties:
(i) for every k = 0, 1, . . . and 0 ≤ s ≤ t, the linear transformation P s,t maps P ≤k onto itself.
Of course, each linear map P s,t can be identified with an infinite lower-triangular matrix. This is the approach taken in a series of papers [30, 31, 32] . In this paper we follow a more coordinate-free approach in which with each operator we associate a sequence of polynomials. This resembles [1, Chapter 1] who identifies a linear functional on P with the sequences of numbers.
1.1. Algebra Q of sequences of polynomials. With each linear mapping P : P → P we associate a unique sequence of polynomials P = (p 0 , p 1 , . . . , p k , . . . ) in variable x by setting p k = P(x k ). Of course, if P does not increase the degree, then p k is of at most degree k, and if P maps P ≤n onto P ≤n for all n then p k is of degree k. But it will be convenient to allow also the more general P where the degree of k-the element could be higher than k.
Under this correspondence, the composition R = P • Q of linear operators P and Q on P induces the multiplication operation R = PQ for the corresponding sequences of polynomials P = (p 0 , p 1 , . . . , p k , . . . ) and Q = (q 0 , q 1 , . . . , q k , . . . ), with R = (r 0 , r 1 , . . . ) given by
Here, for a polynomial q in variable x, by [q] k we denote the coefficient at
k (the sum terminates at the degree of q). The above multiplication can be used to write quickly the inverse correspondence that to each sequence P of polynomials assigns the linear mapping P : P → P by defining P(p) as the first element of the sequence P(p, 0, 0, . . . ).
In this paper we study P s,t through the corresponding elements P s,t of the algebra Q of all infinite sequences of polynomials in variable x with the multiplication as defined in (1.3) . This algebra has identity E = (1, x, x 2 , . . . ). It is clear that degree-preserving linear mappings of P are invertible. Proposition 1.2. If for every n polynomial p n is of degree n then P = (p 0 , p 1 , . . . ) has multiplicative inverse Q = (q 0 , q 1 , . . . ) and each polynomial q n is of degree n.
Proof. Write p n (x) = n k=0 a n,k x k . The inverse Q = (q 0 , q 1 , . . . ) is given by the family of polynomials q n of degree n which solve the following recursion:
, and q n = 1 a n,n
It is then clear that QP = E. Since both P and Q consist of polynomials of degree n at the n-th position of the sequence, the corresponding linear mappings P, Q on the set of polynomials preserve the degree of a polynomial. Since Q • P is the identity on each finite-dimensional space P ≤n , we see that P • Q is also an identity, so PQ = E.
We rewrite Definition 1.1 into the language of algebra Q. Definition 1.3 (Equivalent form of Definition 1.1). A polynomial process is a family {P s,t ∈ Q : 0 ≤ s ≤ t} with the following properties (i) For 0 < s ≤ t and n = 0, 1, . . . , the n-th component of P s,t is a polynomial of degree n.
In the sequel we will frequently use two special elements of Q
which represents the operator of multiplication by x, and
is its left-inverse. Since (1, 0, 0, . . . ) = E − FD, property (ii) can be written as
We note that Proposition 1.2 implies that P s,t is invertible so from (1.4) we see that P t,t = E for all t ≥ 0. In particular, P 0,t is invertible and M t = P −1 0,t consists of polynomials m k (x; t) in variable x of degree k. From (1.4), we get P 0,s P s,t M t = P 0,t M t = E. Multiplying this on the left by M s = P −1 0,s , we see that
i.e., M t is a sequence of martingale polynomials for {P s,t }, see [30, Theorem 1] . Conversely, a sequence M t = (m 0 (x; t), m 1 (x; t), . . . ) of martingale polynomials with polynomial m k (x; t) of degree k, determines uniquely P s,t via
Quadratic harnesses.
Our main interest is in the special class of Markov processes which have linear conditional means under two-sided conditionings (a harness property, see e.g. [19, 20, 33] ) and which have quadratic conditional variances under two-sided conditionings (quadratic harness property, see e.g. [8] ).
Since two-sided conditioning is difficult to express in the language of linear mappings of P, in this paper we adopt the following algebraic definition. Definition 1.4. We will say that a polynomial process {P s,t : 0 ≤ s ≤ t} is a quadratic harness with parameters η, θ, σ, τ, γ if the following three conditions hold:
(iii) (quadratic harness property) (1.10)
As the motivation for the above algebraic properties we offer the following explanations:
(i) The martingale property says that P s,t (x) = x.
(ii) To decipher the probabilistic meaning of (1.9), let M t = (m 0 (x; t), m 1 (x; t), . . . ) be the martingale polynomials as in (1.7). Since xm k (x, t) is a polynomial of degree k + 1, it can be written as a linear combination of m 0 (x, t), . . . , m k+1 (x, t). So there exists a sequence J t = (j 0 (x; t), j 1 (x; t) . . . ) of polynomials j k (x; t) in variable x of degree k + 1 such that
In view of (1.8), harness property (1.9) can be written equivalently as
So Definition 1.4(ii) requires that J t = Y + tX depends linearly on t.
For polynomials processes arising from Markov processes with exponential moments, the latter is equivalent to the harness property by [32 Polynomial process {P s,t } with harness property (2.2) is uniquely determined by X and Y through formulas (1.11) and (1.8). Since the k-th element of Y + tX is a polynomial of degree k + 1, it follows from (1.11) that M t is a rational function of t. Since M t is well defined for all t ≥ 0, formula (1.8) shows that the left infinitesimal generator (1.12)
is a well defined element of Q, and that
We note that although the left infinitesimal generator is easier to work with, when P s,t is continuous in t the right infinitesimal generator exists and is given by the same expression. To see this, we compute lim h→0 + 1 h (P t,t+h − E) on the polynomials from the sequence M t , which of course span P. We have
The infinitesimal generator A t and its companion operator A t : P → P are the main objects of interest in this paper. Remark 1.5. We note that A t = (0, a 1 (x; t), a 2 (x; t), . . . ) always starts with a 0, as from P s,t (1) = 1 it follows that A t (1) = 0. It is clear that a n (x; t) is a polynomial in x of degree at most n. Martingale property implies that a 1 (x; t) = 0, as A t (x) = 0. The generator then starts with two zeros, A t = (0, 0, a 2 (x; t), a 3 (x; t), . . . ).
Basic properties of infinitesimal generators for quadratic harnesses
Our first result introduces an auxiliary element H t that is related to A t by a commutation equation.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that {P s,t ∈ Q : 0 ≤ s ≤ t} is a quadratic harness as in Definition 1.4 with generator A t . Let
Proof. Multiplying (1.12) by M t from the right we see that
Therefore, differentiating (1.11) we get
Multiplying this from the right by M
Remark 2.2. As observed in Remark 1.5 the n-th element of A t is a polynomial of degree at most n. Thus writing H t = (h 0 (x), h 1 (x), . . . ), from (2.1) we see that h n is of degree at most n + 1. Martingale property implies that h 0 (x) = 0.
We will need several uniqueness results that follow from the more detailed elementwise analysis of the sequences of polynomials. We first show that the generator determines uniquely the polynomial process, at least under the harness (1.9) condition. (For homogeneous polynomial processes (1.1) is a stronger version of this result.) Proposition 2.3. A polynomial process {P s,t : 0 ≤ s < t} with property (1.9) is determined uniquely by its generator A t .
Proof. Fix s < t. Combining (1.8) with (1.11) we get
Therefore, from (2.3) we get
We write H t = (h 0 (x), h 1 (x), . . . ) where h n is of degree at most n + 1, see Remark 2.2. For n ≥ 0, we have
(Recall that [p] j denotes the coefficient at x j of a polynomial p.) We now note that the coefficient 1 − (t − s)[h n ] n+1 cannot be zero. Indeed, if 1 − (t − s)[h n ] n+1 = 0 then the left hand side of (2.4) is zero. But P s,t (x n ) is of degree n, so the right hand side of (2.4) cannot be zero as its degree is n + 1 due to a single term of degree n + 1 arising from xP s,t (x n ). Since P st (1) = 1, equation (2.4) determines recurrently each polynomial P s,t (x n+1 ) in terms of the lower degree polynomials P s,t (x), P s,t (x 2 ), . . . , P s,t (x n ) and the sequence H t . Since H t is expressed in terms of A t by (2.1), this ends the proof.
Next, we show that under mild technical conditions, H t is uniquely determined by the commutation equation (2.2) . From the proof of Proposition 2.3 it therefore follows that the entire quadratic harness {P s,t } as well as its generator are also uniquely determined by (2.2).
Proposition 2.4. If γ ≤ 1, σ, τ ≥ 0 and στ = 1 then equation (2.2) has a unique solution among H t ∈ Q such that h 0 (x) = 0.
Proof. Eliminating T t = F − tH t from (2.2) we can rewrite it into the following equivalent form.
.. for a fixed t > 0, with h 0 = 0. Looking at the n-th element of (2.5) for n ≥ 0, we see that
The highest degree term on the right hand side is (σ + (γ − σt)[h n ] n+1 ) x n+2 . We need to consider separately two cases. Case γ + στ = 0. Suppose that for some n ≥ 0 the coefficient at h n+1 (x) on the left hand side of (2.6) is 0. Then, noting that for γ ≤ 1 quadratic polynomial σt 2 + (1 − γ)t + τ has no roots t > 0, we get
We now use this value to compute the coefficient at x n+2 on the right hand side of (2.6). We get
Since the left hand side of (2.6) is 0, and the degree of the right hand side of (2.6) is n + 2, this is a contradiction. This shows the coefficient of h n+1 (x) on the left hand side of (2.6) is non-zero for all n ≥ 0. So each polynomial h n+1 (x) is determined uniquely and has degree at most n + 2 for all n ≥ 0. Case γ + στ = 0. In this case σt 2 + (1 − γ)t + τ = (1 + σt)(τ + t). Comparing the coefficients at x n+2 on both sides of (2.6) we get
Since h 0 (x) = 0, this gives [h 1 ] 2 = σ/(1 + σt). So for n = 1 we get 1 − [h n ] n+1 (τ + t) = (1 − στ )/(1 + σt) = 0. Dividing both sides of (2.7) by this expression we get recursively [h n ] n+1 = σ/(1+σt) for all n ≥ 1. Therefore, for n ≥ 1, the left hand side of (2.6) simplifies to (1 − στ )h n+1 (x). Using again 1 − στ = 0, this shows that polynomial h n+1 is determined uniquely and its degree is at most n + 2. Of course, (2.6) determines h 1 (x) uniquely, too, as h 0 (x) = 0.
Our main result is the identification of the infinitesimal generator for quadratic harnesses with γ = −στ . Such processes were called "free quadratic harnesses" in [8, Section 4.1]. Markov processes with free quadratic harness property were constructed in [9] but the construction required more restrictions on the parameters than what we impose here.
In this section we represent the infinitesimal generators by the series expansion in the left-inverse (1.6) of F. Similar series representations for infinitesimal generators of polynomial processes arising from Lévy processes use the sequence 1, 2x, 3x 2 , . . . ) that corresponds to the linear operator 3] . In Section 4 we will use the results of this section to derive the integral representation (4.3) for the operator A t under a more restricted range of parameters η, θ, σ, τ .
For a formal power series ϕ(z) = ∞ k=0 c k z k we shall write ϕ(D) for the series
We note that since the sequence D k begins with k zeros,
is a well defined element of Q.
Theorem 2.5. Fix η, θ ∈ R and σ, τ ≥ 0 such that στ = 1. Then the infinitesimal generator of the quadratic harness with the above parameters and with γ = −στ is given by (2.8)
where ϕ t (z) = The plan of proof is to solve equation (2.2) with γ = −στ for H t , and then to use the solution to determine A t from equation (2.1). 3.1. Part I of proof: solution of equation (2.2) when γ = −στ . Equation (2.2) takes the form
. So after simplifications, the equation to solve for the unknown H t is
The solution of (3.1) with initial element 0 is (3.2)
where ϕ t satisfies equation (2.9) and ϕ t (0) = 1.
Proof. Since t > 0 is fixed, we suppress the dependence on t and we use Remark 2.2 to write H t = H = (0, h 1 (x), . . . ). From (3.1) we read out that h 1 (x) = 1 1+σt (1 + ηx + σx 2 ). From Proposition 2.4 we see that (3.1) has a unique solution. In view of uniqueness, we seek the solution in a special form
Note that
Inserting this into (3.1) we get
The terms with F + ηF 2 + σF 3 cancel out, so E + ηF + σF 2 factors out. We further restrict our search for the solution by requiring that the remaining factors match, i.e.
Collecting the coefficients at the powers of D we get
We now compare the coefficients at the powers of D. Since στ = 1, for k = 1 we get
For k ≥ 2, we have the recurrence
We solve this recurrence by the method of generating functions. Let
This gives quadratic equation (2.9) for ϕ = ϕ t .
3.2. Part II of proof: solution of equation (2.1). We now use (3.2) to determine A t . Since E − FD = (1, 0, 0, . . . ), from Remark 1.5 it follows that A t FD = A t . Therefore, multiplying (2.1) by D from the right we get
Iterating this, we get
which is well defined as the series consists of finite sums elementwise. Since H t is given by (3.2), we get (3.5)
We now note that
(This can be seen either by examining each element of the sequence, or by solving the equation D 1 F − FD 1 = E, which is just a product formula for the derivative, by the previous technique. The latter equation is of course of the same form as (2.1).) Replacing the series in (3.5) by the right hand side of (3.6) we get (2.8) . This ends the proof of Theorem 2.5.
Integral representation
In this section we return back to the language of linear operators associated with the sequences of polynomials. We assume that the polynomial process {P s,t : 0 ≤ s ≤ t} corresponds to a quadratic harness from Definition 1.4, and as before we use the parameters η, θ, σ, τ and γ to describe the quadratic harness. Infinitesimal generators of several quadratic harnesses, all different than those in Theorem 2.5, have been studied in this language by several authors.
For quadratic harnesses with parameters η = σ = 0 and γ = q ∈ (−1, 1), according to [13] , the infinitesimal generator A t acting on a polynomial f is (4.1)
where ν x,t (dy) is a uniquely determined probability measure. By inspecting the recurrences for the orthogonal polynomials {Q n } and {W n }, from [13, Theorem 1.1(ii)] one can read out that for q 2 t ≥ (1 + q)τ probability measure ν x,t can be expressed in terms of the transition probabilities P s,t (x, dy) of the Markov process by the formula ν x,t (dy) = P tq 2 −(1+q)τ,t (θ + qx, dy). In this form, the formula coincides with Anshelevich [2, Corollary 22] who considered the case η = θ = τ = σ = 0 and γ = q ∈ [−1, 1]. (However, the domain of the generator in [2] is much larger than the polynomials.) Earlier results in Refs. [5, page 392] , [6, Example 4.9] , and [7] dealt with quadratic harnesses such that σ = η = γ = 0.
The following result gives an explicit formula for the infinitesimal generator of the evolution corresponding to the "free quadratic harness" in the integral form similar to (4.1). The main new feature is the presence of an extra quadratic factor in front of the integral in expression (4.3) for the infinitesimal generator. Denote
Theorem 4.1. Fix σ, τ ≥ 0 such that στ < 1 and η, θ ∈ R such that 1 + αβ > 0. Let γ = −στ and let ϕ t be a continuous solution of (2.9) with ϕ t (0) = 1.
Then ϕ t is a moment generating function of a unique probability measure ν t and the generator of the quadratic harness with the above parameters on p ∈ P is
Proof. Since στ < 1, the solution of quadratic equation (2.9) with ϕ t (0) = 1 is
We will identify ν t through its Cauchy-Stieltjes transform
which in our case will be well defined for all real z large enough.
To this end we compute
Under our assumptions, the above expression is well defined for real large enough z ∈ R. Expression (4.5) coincides with the Cauchy-Stieltjes transform in [21, Proposition 2.3], with their parameters
(We added subscript "SY" to avoid confusion with our use of α in (4.2).) This shows that ϕ t (1/z)/z is a Cauchy-Stieltjes transform of a unique compactlysupported probability measure ν t .
It is well known that a Cauchy-Stieltjes transform is an analytic function in the upper complex plane, determines measure uniquely, and if it extends to real z with |z| large enough then the corresponding moment generating function is well defined for all |z| small enough and is given by G νt (1/z)/z = ϕ t (z). This shows that ϕ t (z) is the moment generating function of the probability measure ν t .
For a more detailed description of measure ν t and explicit formulas for its discrete and absolutely continuous components we refer to [21, Theorem 2.1]; see also Remark 4.2 below.
Next we observe that (3.3) gives
Writing c k (t) = y k−1 ν t (dy), we therefore get
Since the operator version of relation (2.1) is A t (x n+1 ) = H t (x n ) + xA(x n ), we derive (4.3) from (4.6) by induction on n; for a similar reasoning see [13, Lemma 2.4].
Remark 4.2. Denote by π t,η,θ,σ,τ (dx) the univariate law of X t for the free quadratic harness (X t ) with parameters η, θ, σ, τ in [9, Section 3] . Then ν t is given by (4.7)
ν t (dx) = 1 t(t + τ ) (t 2 + θtx + τ x 2 )π t,η,θ,σ,τ (dx) .
We read out this answer from [9, Eqtn. 2(σz 2 + ηz + 1)(τ z 2 + θtz + t 2 ) .
Inserting this expression into the right hand side of (4.8) we get the right hand side of (4.5). Uniqueness of Cauchy-Stieltjes transform implies (4.7).
Concluding remarks
5.1. Here we show how one can use harness property (1.9) to construct polynomial processes that do not correspond to a genuine Markov process. From [8, Example 4.8] it follows that for any η, θ ∈ R sequences X = D+ηFD+ηθFD 2 and Y = F+θFD satisfy equation (1.10) with σ = τ = γ = 0. Therefore (1.11) and (1.8) define a unique polynomial process {P s,t : 0 ≤ s ≤ t}. However, from [11, Eqtn (15) ] it follows that for 1 + ηθ < 0 there are no probability measures that could serve as the univariate laws for a Markov process with the same martingale polynomials P −1 0,t . 5.2. It would be interesting to determine which families {A t : t ≥ 0} of operators on P are the infinitesimal generators polynomial processes, as well as under what conditions on {A t } the corresponding polynomial process {P s,t } maps positive polynomials into positive polynomials. 
